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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen,Phil Beldon our Director of Operations and Jeremy Burgess our Area Manager for the Sussex Heritage Coast have both tendered their apologies for today so you have got me instead.I am, however, comfortable talking on this subject, as I am the lead officer for the SDNPA on the South Marine Plan and, prior to arriving at SDNPA had spent the previous 8 years in marine and coastal environmental consultancy.



National context

Objectives
1. Conserve, protect & enhance 

natural beauty …
2. Facilitate & enhance enjoyment, 

understanding & appreciation …
3. Maintain & improve health of 

inshore waters …
4. Take account of ... economic & 

social needs …
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To briefly re-cap: Heritage Coasts were established in the 1970s, to raise awareness of the vulnerability of the undeveloped coastline, and to stimulate management to conserve their natural beauty and improve accessibility.  The Sussex Heritage Coast runs from Seaford to Eastbourne with the A259 as its northern boundary. A Critical point to note is the vulnerability of the undeveloped  coast in the SE – only 7% remains as “natural” heritage coastline (SW is over 40%).There are 4 objectives, 3 of which align well with NP purposes and duty (1, 2 and 4 respectively) and an additional one (no. 3) takes conservation and enhancement into the marine environment. Conserve, protect & enhance the natural beauty of the coasts, their maritime flora & fauna, & heritage features. Facilitate & enhance their enjoyment, understanding & appreciation by the public (extending recreational, educational, sporting & tourist activities drawing on & consistent with their natural beauty & protection of heritage). Maintain & improve the health of inshore waters affecting Heritage Coasts & their beaches through appropriate environmental management measures.   Take account of the needs of agriculture, forestry & fishing, & of the economic & social needs of the small communities on these coasts (promoting social & economic development that helps conserve & enhance natural beauty & heritage features). 



Headline in 
here



Undeveloped Coast
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This shows that NP designation affords some protection to the undeveloped coastline, but crucially as more development is taking place in the Offshore zone, the importance of Heritage Coast designation and integrating the landscape with the seascape has never been more important.



Sussex Heritage Coast

The first Heritage Coast – 1973;

From Policy Statement (1976);

to 2014 – SD National Park.
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Were Phil here he would be able to give you chapter and verse on this.  In summary however, The Sussex Heritage Coast, was the first to be defined in 1973, to stimulate a local and central government “partnership”.  It included then, as it does now, the only undeveloped estuary in SE England, Management policies were drafted, with a summary policy statement and Heritage Coast Project set up.  This was later absorbed into AONB Management Plans.Now, with the new South Downs National Park, we are taking forward this important area, as highlighted in the Partnership Management Plan.   Policy 7.  Actively promote more joined up and sustainable management of the coast, including the defined area of the Sussex Heritage Coast through integrated coastal zone management.We also have a dedicated Open Coast Policy in the Local Plan chapter that I will circulate to colleagues.



The Heritage Coast Partnership

Key stakeholders;

Synergy in current work;

Shared aspirations;

Building a strategy.
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Following an NPA session in 2013, we have built a partnership with key stakeholders in the area and developed a joint strategy.  This is built on current work and shared aspirations with a focus on added-value through joined up working. The key partners who have developed this plan are:South Downs National Park AuthorityEastbourne Borough CouncilLewes District CouncilWealden District CouncilEast Sussex County CouncilNatural EnglandEnvironment AgencyInshore Fisheries & Conservation AuthorityNational TrustSussex Wildlife Trust



Vision
The iconic landscapes, seascapes, wildlife and heritage 
will be conserved and enhanced through landscape scale 
partnerships.
Opportunities will exist for increasing understanding and 
enjoyment whilst supporting sustainable access and 
developing the economic benefits to the area. 
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This is the vision for the strategy which very much draw from the objectives for Heritage Coasts; The following slides detail the main themes in the strategy with some examples to illustrate the opportunities for partnership working.



1 Natural Resource Management

Landscape scale partnerships;

Protecting the coastal & 

marine environment; 

• Seaford to Beachy Head SSSI;

• Beachy Head West MCZ.
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A large area of the Heritage Coast is in public or quasi-public ownership; this helps in developing large-scale initiatives.   A good example of this are the important areas of chalk grassland that are in  various ownerships, each being managed independently  through grazing (under HLS); there is an obvious opportunity to develop a joined up grazing initiative. The Sussex Heritage Coast encompasses two areas of national importance for wildlife and natural heritage: Seaford to Beachy Head SSSI:  Beachy Head West MCZ: The coast and marine areas are integral and developing an effective management regime for the new Marine Conservation Zone will be vital to future management.  One of the key challenges with the current MCZ regime is that there is no single body responsible.  The IFCA regulated fisheries but don’t regulate other activities with a potential effect upon designated features.  A collective partnership is needed to provide clarity on how each stakeholder can use the powers / by-laws at its disposal to regulate activities.



2 Sustainable Cultural Tourism & Recreation

Engagement;

Key co-ordinated messages;

Gatekeepers.
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There are over a million visitors each year, many from abroad; many go away with little additional knowledge. There are a wide range of providers in the area, including coach drivers and accommodation providers.The idea is to define the key messages, such as why this is a special place, history etc.  Train providers and then they act as gatekeepers and pass on messages.



3 Access

Developing an access 

Hierarchy;

Improving coastal access;

Planning ahead. 
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Understanding the access available in the area, from rights of way, to roads that bring visitors in.  Include the England Coast path which will come to Sussex in 2017 although much of this is in place at the  Heritage coast and it includes a section of the South Downs Way.   There is a need to improve coastal access – locating the East end of the South Downs Way is poor from Eastbourne Railway station.Need to look ahead, erosion will impact on roads, and paths along the Cuckmere. 



4 Heritage

Understanding the resource;

Preserving, enhancing;

Interpretation.
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There is a wealth of history in this area, much of it still hidden from view and some of it rapidly disappearing as a result of coastal erosion.I am reliably informed that NT is leading on a heritage project East of Birling gap to survey and document heritage that is at risk of being lost imperpetuity.There is a need to gather information to understand this resource and then to feed this into the key messages and interpretation of the area.  SDNPA is now developing an HLF bid for a Defence of the Downs project that will document the role that South Downs has played in the defence of the SE of England from the Iron Age to the mid-20th century, not least documenting evidence as an opportunity to tackle heritage at risk.Wrecks and marine archaeology form a part of the rich cultural heritage that the area has to offer.



5 Interpretation 

Audit; 

Future strategy;

Carrying capacity.
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There is a range of current provision including 3 visitor centres and numerous interpretation panels, leaflets etc.   This all needs to be baselined and then brought together into a strategy for the area with the visitor centres more linked up with key messages and local unique selling points. There is also a need to consider “carrying capacity” and look at visitor pressures, how to reduce the peaks and even out demand across the year and to achieve wider geographic spread as well. Beachy Head, (run by volunteers) Birling Gap and Seven Sisters Country Park.



6 Local Community

Build on existing initiatives;

Engagement;

Volunteers and gatekeepers.
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A considerable number of community initiatives are already being undertaken by partner organisations, these include Neighbourhood Plans and the Friends of the Cuckmere, which can provide much of the background information and context on community needs.Engaging with local communities to support initiatives that helps them to benefit from visitors to the area, From this we can then recruit volunteers who can champion the Heritage Coast both within their communities and to visitors to the Heritage Coast. 



SD Local Plan
– NPPF context;
– Dedicated Open Coast Policy;
– CIL and Infrastructure 

Development Plan.

South Marine Plan
– the Seascape;
– Marine Conservation Zone.

7  Planning
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Following the Management Plan, the Local Plan is now being drafted, taking account of the National Planning Policy Framework’s specific reference to Heritage Coasts and as mentioned we have a dedicated Open Coast Policy.The new Marine and Coastal Access Act sets a framework for marine planning, so both South Downs Local Plan and the South Marine Plan will need to be closely linked so that this iconic area can be fully protected.  (Meeting between MMO and our Local Plan officers last week.)One early result has been the designation of the chalk reef as a Marine Conservation Zone, which forms the boundary of the National Park, to protect these nationally rare, wildlife-rich chalk gullies, with management measures and any byelaws or other mechanisms to follow.  [Spp: short-snouted seahorse, blue mussel, boring paddock] SD PMP ref. Policy 6: “Favour natural functions & processes in and around the National Park where they support the value & resilience of … marine, coastal & estuarine habitats”, Outcome 1: Heritage Coast Develop a partnership & plan for the effective protection & management of this defined & heavily visited area (links Local Plan & South Marine Plan).  Key partners: NPA, Eastbourne, Wealden Lewes, ESCC, NT, EA, MMO) NPPF: “For plan-making and decision-taking … development should be restricted” (NPPF, S.14) … local planning authorities should maintain the character of the undeveloped coast, protecting and enhancing its distinctive landscapes, particularly in areas defined as Heritage Coast, and improve public access to and enjoyment of the coast” (Section 114)



Heritage Coasts:  Conclusions

• Are Heritage Coasts still a relevant definition?

• What is the potential for development of their role?

• Key points to take Forward
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Are Heritage Coasts still a relevant definition?Absolutely;  the protection of the undeveloped coastline is as important as ever and is now compounded by the intensity of development in the marine inshore environment that wasn’t envisaged in the early 70’s.What is the potential for development of their role?Significantly greater thanks to the inclusion of Heritage Coasts in the NPPF and the support that can be provided by marine plans.  They form a critical part of wider green infrastructure that is a focus for planning and investment currently.  I fully echo Nick Johannsen’s comments on this from  Kent Downs AONB about both the need for them and the lack of leadership.  There is a latent opportunity for re-invigorating the Heritage Coast designation, and that task should naturally fall to NE.Key points to take ForwardI have two:Heritage coast management should be built around the existing legislation and planning regimes currently in place;Europarc / ENPAA should lobby strongly for NE to give appropriate profile to and updated guidance for Heritage Coast designation. 



Questions
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We’ve made good progress, with a range of key people; there are exciting times ahead, with some great potential to harness this emerging Heritage Coast partnership and deliver on the Partnership Management Plan. The appendix to the report provides a detailed account of Heritage Coasts, with the main paper expanding on the points made in this short presentation, plus recommendation for the way forward.  THANK YOU 



Sussex Heritage Coast
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Were Phil here he would be able to give you chapter and verse on this.  In summary however, The Sussex Heritage Coast, was the first to be defined in 1973, to stimulate a local and central government “partnership”. with the only undeveloped estuary in SE England, Management policies were drafted, with a summary policy statement and Heritage Coast Project set up.  This was later absorbed into AONB Management Plans.Now, with the new South Downs National Park, we are taking forward this important area, as highlighted in the Partnership Management Plan.   Policy 7.  Actively promote more joined up and sustainable management of the coast, including the defined area of the Sussex Heritage Coast through integrated coastal zone management.
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